*
ØSignum University’s State Certification and Accreditation!
Øhttps://signumuniversity.org/news/help-signum-seek-newhampshire-state-certification/

ØSummer Classes begin on Monday May 7th, 2018
ØMythmoot V: Fantastic Frontiers
ØJune 21st-24th in Leesburg, VA

ØBaymoot:

August 18th in Oakland, CA

https://forums.signumuniversity.org/index.php?threads/season-3script-outlines.2672/

*

*Serious challenge in this episode: transition from Valinor

to Beleriand, re-introducing the Sindar characters to the
audience

*This episode is (naturally) very disjointed, and relies on
the Frame to tie the story together. Estel’s first
encounter with an orc is paralleled with Beleg’s.

*Another challenge is to show Morgoth pouring his hatred

into the orcs on screen, while not ‘revealing’ the orcs to
the audience yet.

*Introduction of Lúthien!

*
*A cultural exchange between the dwarves of Belegost and
the Sindar of Doriath results in a tentative alliance.

*The dwarves view the elves as uncivilized savages with

nothing of value to offer (at first glance). The elves view
the dwarves as destructive and unlovely.

*We do not yet see Belegost or Nogrod, keeping the
dwarves a bit mysterious.

*An episode focused on diplomacy and first contact may not
be as action-packed as one could hope, but the peaceful
situation is in contrast to what happened with the Orcs.

*We have invented a translator-dwarf who will reappear as
an ambassador in later episodes. His name in Norn.

*
*Beleg, Mablung, and Celeborn report back to Doriath with

their news from abroad. Celeborn brings news of Boldog’s
Orc army, ready to enter eastern Beleriand.

*The Dwarves do not like the Elves’ chances in the coming
fight, and urge them to flee for safety.

*Instead, the Elves decide to arm themselves and create a
safe refuge within Doriath. Telchar helps.

*There are side-stories of Lúthien figuring out how to create

hope through the arts, and of Sauron recruiting the spiders.

*
*This Thingol-centric episode tests the growing Sindar-Dwarf

alliance. The Ents are natural enemies of the Dwarves, and
there’s no talking them down over the issue of felled trees.

*The Green-elves are different from the Sindar, showing a
unique culture developed in friendship with the Ents.

*The Dwarves may not have thought much of the elves’
martial ability, but the Ents get instant respect!

*The dwarvish solution to the unresolvable conflict is underhanded; they will stop cutting down trees within view of
their new neighbors, but will continue to cut trees
elsewhere (ie, on the other side of the mountain).

*Question:

Can dwarves have domesticated animals?

*
*Fingolfin is abandoned by both of his brothers and decides
to take the crown of the Noldor.

*The Valar pass judgement on Fëanor’s rebellion.
*Finrod steps up to take leadership of the people who do not
turn back with his father. Finarfin leaves all of his children
with the rebellion.

*Sauron’s werewolf army attacks Eglarest and Brithombar;

Círdan’s people abandon the Havens and retreat on ships.
This contrasts with Thingol’s approach in creating
Menegroth.

*
*Death of Amrod
*How do we show the crossing of the ocean?
*Beleg discovers the threat of Tevildo’s cats to Doriath.
*Círdan becomes a voice of conscience regarding the
actions of the Fëanoreans.

*
ØSession 3-21 on Friday May 18th
Ø We plan to discuss the next 4-5 episode outlines.

